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The Project
• Identifying uncertainties and driving forces

effecting the Mobile Internet in Europe over the
coming five years

• Developing scenarios for possible, plausible
future mobile Internet market environments in
2007

• Evaluating the effectiveness of investment and
innovation opportunities in these possible future
environments
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Driving forces are factors, tensions, trends
and events occurring within the broader
context of society, the economy, technology,
politics and the environment. These are the
tectonic forces that exist below the surface
influencing and driving daily events.  These
forces, trends and tensions have an
influencing effect on the mobile Internet, some
strong, some weak.

Driving
   forces influencing the Mobile
Internet in Europe
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Society    >>
• Growing concern for personal safety at home, at work, in

public places, travelling.

• Increasing demand for and awareness of civil liberties,
rights and civil liberty infringement.

• Growing self-determinance in selecting lifestyle priorities.

• Declining respect for formal institutions in society.

• Increasing disparity between the haves and have-nots.
Growing levels of dissatisfaction amongst the have-nots.

• Reducing sense of community and belonging.  A growing
desire to find belonging.

• Changing ethnic mix.

• The growing importance of health care and pension
associated institutions.

• Limited pension provision requiring longer working lives.

• Increasing levels of literacy.

• Increasing expectations of lifestyle quality.
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Economy    >>
• Suppressed stock market performance, investor and

consumer confidence, limiting capital availability.

• Paralysis persists for a sustained period as restructuring
works its way through.

• The expansion of the Eurozone.

• Increasing globalisation of European industry.

• Increasing protectionism in trade between Europe and
external trading blocks.
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Environment
            >>

• Increasing competition for space.

• Increasing social intolerance over visual and noise pollution
of our living spaces.

• Growing of consciousness of the invasion of technology into
personal environments.

• Increasing strategic importance of managing of energy
consumption and technology selection.

• Growing demand for material recycling.

• Increasing regulation of health and safety.

• Increasing disincentives to travel.
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Politics   >>
• Increasing threat from terrorism.

• Growing citizen disaffection and apathy toward the system,
exemplified by green and anti-globalisation movements.

• Growing perceived division in common interests with the
United States.

• Increasing perceived power of multinational corporate
entities over community and national government.

• Upwards shift in the age proportions within the population.

• The split between left and right over choice and availability
of access, and its inclusiveness.

• Increasing political engagement in technology standard
making.

• Increasing regulation of the free flow of intellectual property
on the Internet.
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Technology
           >>

• Increasing rate of innovation in device electronics.

• Increasing rate of exposure of security vulnerabilities in
electronic systems.

• Growing demand for monitoring technology.

• Increasing availability of faster and cheaper travel.

• Growing practicality of behavioural analysis technologies.

• Increasing availability of bandwidth at the point of Internet
access.

• The roll out of digital broadcast technologies and services.

• Growing capability in embedded systems.

• Growing adoption of open source principles.
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The team developed four scenarios, and one wild card
scenario.  These scenarios are derived from an axis of two key
uncertainties affecting the mobile Internet market in Europe
over the next five years:

• First, will a few, large players dominate the market
structure, or will it fragment and structure itself with many,
many organisations?

• Second, will the industry conquer the ease of use challenge
and will users value the service it provides?  Will users be
delighted by the experience of the mobile Internet, or will
they be disappointed?

These two uncertainties, when combined, yield four scenarios
describing possible futures for the mobile Internet as it evolves
over the coming five years.  Today we are at the centre of the
axis.  The uncertainties mean that the market could evolve in
any of the four possible directions described.

Scenarios for the future of the Mobile
Internet in Europe 2007
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Scenario 1

Safe Haven
Safe Haven describes a world in 2007 where users are delighted
by the mobile Internet experience, and the market is dominated by
a small number of large players.

The Mobile Internet in 2007:

By 2007 users find themselves enjoying a rich and useful mobile Internet
experience.  The market has become dominated by a small number of large
players.  Media and premium consumer brand organisations have moved heavily
into the mobile Internet space with content integrated virtual network operator
services and operator acquisition.

At the same time, application platforms have consolidated and have become
largely device transportable.  A consortium of vendors have agreed to establish a
common user experience standard, and an extended smart-card device called the
Personal Mobile Identifier (PMI) adopted across the device market as a standard
for user identification.  Operators have adopted two models, some with global
network footprints largely vertically integrated with application, content and
consumer brands, and others with open networks resold though globalised
application, content and consumer brands.  Users access services through a
heterogeneous mix of access network technologies. Visa and MasterCard have
agreed a single, global micro-payment standard.  One global application platform
provider has acquired a global network footprint.

2007 newspaper headlines:

FEU ratifies Personal Mobile
Identifier as passport

Vodasoft and Sony launch mobile
personal TV

Hutchison grabs mobile rights for
2008 Dublin Olympics
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Service penetration is very high.  The emphasis of innovation is at the application
level across a global, highly standardised market.  Key players include Sky,
Vodasoft (following Microsoft’s acquisition of Vodafone) and SonyNokia.

The History of 2007:

By summer 2003 market uptake of multimedia messaging services (MMS) was well
underway, supported by software standards and interoperability agreements across
the industry.  The richness of the customer experience generated a knock-on effect
in device demand, and a renewed interest by media organisations in mobile
services.

3G networks beginning to roll out in early 2004 benefited from early take-up
spurred-on by a SKY mobile content package.  In the same year Visa and
MasterCard announced an agreement on a single, global micro-payment standard.
At the same time, and linked to this, the industry consolidated around an extended
smart-card device called the Personal Mobile Identifier (PMI) capable of plugging
into different device types across a range of access networks.

2005 saw substantial market consolidation.  Microsoft’s acquisition of Vodafone
created a global powerhouse in Vodasoft.  Global media companies moved heavily
into the sector, and operator consolidation continued. By late 2006 the market was
dominated by a handful of global players – some media-driven and application
integrated operator and service platforms, and some operators who chose not to
pursue a media brand alignment.  O2 was absorbed by another player, having
failed to achieve a global footprint.  A vibrant mobile virtual network operator
(MVNO) market emerged, driven by vertical market media brands and specialist
business services.  Further consolidation took place amongst device
manufacturers.  Consumers could choose between of a large number of mobile
Internet capable devices supporting numerous application types, all provided by a
small group of dominant global manufacturer brands.  By the autumn of 2005,
European ARPU was split 65% voice, 25% data and 10% value added services.
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small group of dominant global manufacturer brands.  By the autumn of 2005,
European ARPU was split 65% voice, 25% data and 10% value added services.

During 2006, Vodasoft, Sony, Nokia announced a consortium to establish a
common user experience standard.  Mobile network operators began consolidating
access network services and technologies, aggressively acquiring landline
subscribers with a “new-for-old” marketing campaign and acquiring and building-out
high-bandwidth wireless LAN networks.

As we enter 2007 the market is stabilising around a very limited number of global
mobile Internet powerhouses.  Service penetration is very high.  The M&A activity
of 2004 to 2006 has slowed down, with the emphasis of innovation occurring at the
application level now supported across a global, highly standardised market.
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Scenario 2

Mobile Mania
Mobile Mania describes a world in 2007 where users are delighted
by the mobile Internet experience, and the market is highly
fragmented with a large number of small players.

The Mobile Internet in 2007:

In 2007 users find themselves enjoying an easy to use and highly versatile mobile
Internet experience in a dynamic and somewhat chaotic market. Major brands in
the market include Club Nokia, Yahoo, Sky, IBM, BBC, Endemol, Sony, Apple,
Microsoft, and Playboy, but all vie for customer attention in a market of thousands
of device, service, application and content offers.  CDMA, 802.11, Bluetooth and
GPRS-based services are prevalent across Europe.  3G networks, much delayed,
are beginning to rollout.  Mobile network operators have opened their networks to
third-party service providers for data and voice services, with numerous,
specialised consumer and business service providers now in business.

The device market is highly fragmented with lots of specialised devices.  Microsoft
“Hotmail World”, IBM’s “Webpad”, Manchester United’s “TeamConnection” are
amongst the top sellers of the day. Mobile device penetration in Western Europe
has hit 170%, supported by ubiquitous penetration across devices, pets, electricity
meters, cars and the like.  State ownership in telecoms is now history, with the
French finally agreeing to the sale and break-up of France Telecom.  EU regulators
are struggling to impose standards to deal with quality of service and security
concerns, while various music, software, image and video rights owners are
mounting actions to recover royalties on messaging.

2007 newspaper headlines:

French to sell FT to Microsoft

Mobile Internet IPO Frenzy
Continues

PRS to Sue Vodafone & Virgin for
Media Messaging Royalties

German Chancellor in Mobile Porn
Scandal
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concerns, while various music, software, image and video rights owners are
mounting actions to recover royalties on messaging.

The History of 2007:

In a much anticipated keynote presentation at MacWorld Paris in April 2003, Apple
CEO Steve Jobs announced the launch of three new phones from Apple – the
iTunePhone, iCalPhone and iPhotoPhone.  The announcement came days after
Ericsson had announced the completion of its withdrawal from the handset market
with the sale of its stake in SonyEricsson to Sony.  The improving market mood
was tempered when in May Orange announced a delay in the launch of 3G
services, scheduling availability for mid 2004.  In November of 2003 T-Mobile
opened its network to Internet Service Providers (ISPs) spawning a flurry of activity
amongst numerous ISPs and managed network service providers to deploy mobile
Internet services.

In early 2004, EU regulators in Brussels began to discuss regulation of the 802.11
wireless LAN networks that had mushroomed all across Europe, with some
countries proposing an outright ban on the service.  In spring, Qualcomm launched
a CDMA1x service in the UK, Finland, The Netherlands and Germany.  Despite an
announcement by Orange of a further delay of their 3G network, capital markets
continued to regain confidence in the telecoms and media sectors, buoyed by
mobile penetration breaking the 100% level across Europe.

2005 saw wide ranging action across the market.  Club Nokia, now trading as a
separately listed entity, achieved E1bn in revenue, supported by a successful
Christmas season.  Microsoft joined numerous media, service and equipment
brands, plunging into the consumer market with the launch of the Hotmail Phone.
IBM’s web pad devices enjoyed significant success in the executive traveller market
accelerating further the decline of laptop sales, while Manchester United’s “team
companion” mobile device met with substantial take-up amongst fans.
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At the end of 2006 the French government reached agreement to sell France
Telecom to Microsoft.  Meanwhile, mobile penetration in Western Europe hit the
170% level, supported by ubiquitous penetration across devices, pets, electricity
meters, cars and the like.  Several application platform providers IPO’d
successfully, and Yahoo Mobile was ranked as Europe’s best-to-use network in a
JD Power Survey.

By January of 2007 Sony had replaced Nokia as the number one handset
manufacturer.  Key players in the market include Club Nokia, Yahoo, Sky, IBM,
BBC, Endemol, Sony, Apple, Microsoft, and Playboy.  Nielson’s mobile
programming ratings have become the weekly music-chart-like benchmark of pop-
culture. Overall adult ranks a consistent third of the market and sports-related
content tracking as the third most popular content category.  Hundreds of
thousands of individual programmes and channels compete for customer attention.
Market mood, buoyed by consumer enthusiasm, struggles to cope with the volatility
of content fashion and device life cycles. Some additional uncertainty arrived in
spring however when PRS announced a suit against Vodafone and Virgin seeking
back royalties on content used in multimedia messaging services (MMS).
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Scenario 3

Waiting for Godot
Waiting for Godot describes a world in 2007 where users are
disappointed by the mobile Internet experience, and the market is
highly fragmented with a large number of small players.

The Mobile Internet in 2007:

The mobile Internet market remains restrained in 2007 with users disappointed by
years of false starts and interoperability and compatibility problems.  The market
has downsized and fragmented – mobile operators have opened their networks to
third party service providers.  But the echoes of the 2002 investor confidence
collapse with the telco rights issue failures are now beginning to fade. Pan-
European 3G coverage has been achieved at last, and Nokia’s decision to adopt
the Microsoft operating system is supporting improving confidence.

Most media brands have now moved into mobile services, leveraging the rollout of
3G services in 2005 and the EU brokered agreements hatched with the RIAA over
rights. Starbucks, building on its successful wireless LAN service, is now an
important MVNO player.  FIFA’s 2006 “World Cup Striker” MVNO service was an
industry coup.

Problems persist however. Korean and Chinese manufacturers continue to
commoditise the device market. Several FTSE 100 organisations have announced
policies to ban adult and sports content services on their corporate mobile devices.
Hackers breached Virgin’s customer database, and a message-bourn virus brought
down the O2 network for a day. Data revenues account for 25% of ARPU industry
averages. Email, messaging and database applications are popular.

2007 newspaper headlines:

Virus shuts down O2 network

Time Warner completes Vodafone
acquisition

Starbucks ranked number three
operator

Hacker records Jagger with Tara on
videophone
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Hackers breached Virgin’s customer database, and a message-bourn virus brought
down the O2 network for a day. Data revenues account for 25% of ARPU industry
averages. Email, messaging and database applications are popular.

The History of 2007:

France Telecom’s rights issue in late 2002 failed with investors sending a clear
statement of no confidence in the industry. Nokia enjoyed moderate success in the
2002 Christmas season sales of its 7650 picture-messaging phone.  But the rollout
of picture messaging services was plagued by interoperability problems across
networks and phones, undermining opportunities for operators to cash in on the
service.  These interoperability problems persisted throughout 2003.  Universal
Wireless announced its launch, rolling out an array of mobile media products
across several networks.

In early 2004 Hutchison announced an agreement with France Telecom to buy
back Orange, merging it with its UK-based 3G operation.  Usage of mobile Internet
services remained sluggish with low satisfaction levels amongst users.  Surveys
showed customers attempting to make use of mobile Internet services for email,
messaging and database applications.  But like the early stages of the PC industry,
usage was driven predominantly by the importance to users of their needs despite
the technical barriers.

Vodafone finally announced the closure of Vizzavi in early 2005, stepping back
from the portal and value-added services model and opening its network to third
party service providers.  Responding to growing expenditure on entertainment
content services, several FTSE 100 organisations announced policies during the
summer to ban adult and sports content services on their corporate mobile phones.
Starbucks, enjoying broad success with its wireless LAN services in the US and
Europe announced MVNO services.
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Mobile music services finally achieved success over the Christmas season of 2005
with the availability of increased bandwidth 3G services, decisions by several
operators to cut data charges, and agreements hatched with the RIAA over rights.
In March FIFA pulled off a global coup with the success of its World Cup MVNO
service.

By the beginning of 2007 pan-European 3G coverage has been achieved at last.
Nokia, now ranked fifth reeling from several years of failure with unreliable
handsets and increasing competition from Korean and Chinese manufacturers,
decides to license the Microsoft operating system for its handsets.  AOL Time
Warner announces the acquisition of Vodafone.  Meanwhile market confidence
problems continue as hackers breach Virgin’s customer database and publish
tracking information on several high-profile politicians online.  A messaging virus
closes down the O2 network for a day.  Starbucks and Playboy, now both very
active MVNOs claim significant market share.  But data revenues remain low,
amounting to only 25% of ARPU industry averages.
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Scenario 4

It’s Not The Mobile
Internet
It’s Not The Mobile Internet describes a world in 2007 where
users are disappointed by the mobile Internet experience, and
the market is dominated by a small number of large players.

The Mobile Internet in 2007:

By 2007 the industry has reoriented its revenue model, extracting reward at the
back end by leveraging customer data.  Users themselves are ambivalent toward
mobile services, having failed to be wowed significantly by multimedia and data
networking capabilities. Consumers access mobile services via loyalty
programmes and retail brand relationships.

The operator market has consolidated further with a small number of global
network operators now dominating the market.  Hutchison and Vodafone are
amongst the most successful, having moved quickly to develop close media and
high-street brand revenue sharing relationships.

Phone functionality is driven by customer loyalty applications, while networks
leverage their location identification, customer recognition and payment gateway
provision capabilities. Nokia and SonyEricsson continue to struggle with flat
device demand and falling prices.

2007 newspaper headlines:

Shell Sells 10m’th EasyJet Flight By
Mobile Phone

T-Mobile & O2 Continue Mobile
Internet Struggle

3G Waiting Game Continues

Vizzavi & Virgin Show Media Profit
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device demand and falling prices.

Business users focus on email and messaging services, making good use of
hotspot wireless LAN and Bluetooth networks and public broadband access
services.  Consumer usage of mobile data services is enjoying steady growth.

The History of 2007:

The launch of multimedia messaging services (MMS) in late 2002 saw an initially
enthusiastic response from segments of the mobile phone market across Europe,
but overall ARPU figures failed to see significant increase.  By mid 2003 adoption
rates of GPRS and MMS services were proceeding at a steady rate supported by
natural device replacement.  Customers continued to substitute voice calls with
more sophisticated mobile messaging, maintaining average spend levels overall.

Faced with ambivalence in the customer market, operators throttled back on
application development and postponed 3G network deployments to 2004,
choosing instead to adopt pricing and promotion packaging tactics in an effort to
win customers from competitive networks.  The flat market lead to further
consolidation amongst operators in a bid to reduce their operating cost structures.
Business users, unimpressed with solutions for their network integration needs,
limited mobile usage to email and messaging services.

Toward the end of 2004, media and consumer brands began moving into the
mobile sector seeking opportunities for personalised, direct marketing services.
Operators responded cautiously.  T-Mobile and O2 continued to push ahead with
mobile Internet services, promoting a range of consumer messaging and gaming
products, and data access services aimed at business users.  Meanwhile
Vodafone and Hutchison moved quickly to embrace major consumer brands,
rolling out a series of value-added application trials with Tesco, Virgin Megastores
and Unilever in early 2005 based on a revenue-sharing model.  Initial response
proved encouraging.
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proved encouraging.

By the beginning of 2006 Vodafone and Hutchison had developed a wide range
of consumer services applications in partnership with the major high-street
brands.  Relying on limited phone functionality, the services used location
identification, customer recognition capabilities and payment gateway provision.

As the market moved into 2007 consumer usage of mobile data services was
enjoying steady growth. Nokia and SonyEricsson continue to struggle with flat
device demand and falling prices.  Consumers access mobile services via loyalty
programmes and retail brand relationships.  ARPU structures increasingly reflect
significant revenue contributions from back-end revenue sharing agreements with
media and retail brands.  Business usage of mobile remains predominantly
limited to voice, with data access gained through hotspot wireless LAN networks
and public broadband access services.

A day in the life of a mobile Mum, 2007:

Mobile Mum’s mobile phone is an essential part of her life, but she doesn’t use it
for much more than she did years ago – that is messaging and telephone calls.
Although she is able to access the Internet, she uses it little as it’s of little interest
to her. When she wants to research a holiday destination or find the best buy on a
product she usually does it at home on the computer or through the interactive TV
service.

What have become very useful to her though are the services and product brands
she values who are using her mobile as one of the ways to make her life better.
What’s more they do it at no cost to her. What could be better!

She’s out and about.  A message from her dry cleaner – “your clothes are ready -
1 day early”. She decides to pick them up on way back from school instead of
making a special trip. While at the dry cleaners, her local florist (part of an EU
wide chain) reminds her that it’s Mother’s Day and suggests a few ideas. She
breathes a sigh of relief and dispatches an order for her mother-in-law.
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making a special trip. While at the dry cleaners, her local florist (part of an EU
wide chain) reminds her that it’s Mother’s Day and suggests a few ideas. She
breathes a sigh of relief and dispatches an order for her mother-in-law.

She heads for her morning class, close to the local Tesco. As she parks Tesco
remind her of items she is probably out of – loo paper and drinks for the kids.
They also suggest she might like to try a new type of speciality tea. She asks
Tesco to send the usual quantity direct to home – including the sample of tea.
She also takes the opportunity to browse her personal, virtual supermarket aisle.
She picks a few more things to be delivered at the same time and asks for her
Tesco points to be used to top her pre-pay.  Just then, a message comes in to
say that the flowers have been delivered. She calls her mother-in-law.

While shopping at John Lewis a little later, she sees a chair that she likes. She
sends a photo to her husband courtesy the John Lewis See-It-Buy-It services,
and after a short discussion on the phone decides to buy it.
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Wild Card Scenario - Health

Mobile Reborn
Mobile Reborn describes a world in 2007 post a critical health
event that occurs in late 2002 where definitive evidence proves a
link between health risk and mobile phones.

The Mobile Internet in 2007:

The industry is recovering from the catastrophic health-impact evidence of 2002
and 2003.  Microfone, a low power micro cell standard initiative seeded by a
consortium of European equipment manufacturers in 2005, is close to achieving
pan-European coverage by 2007. Uptake is accelerating, driven by business
demand and supported by increasing momentum in device availability. Intel’s
microcell chip-set release at 2006 Hanover was a key milestone.

Mobile device usage is climbing back from the low of 60% off 2002 levels it hit in
2005.  But the market continues to struggle.  Social acceptability of mobile device
usage remains negative.  Investors are beginning to return to the sector.
Cautious optimism is the watchword for the industry.

The History of 2007:

December 2002 saw The Sun publish a headline “Frankenstein RATS!”, citing
evidence from a leaked lab test report indicating the brain chemistry of rats was
negatively affected by radiation from mobile phone handsets and base stations.
Significant public and political responses caused UK regulators to commission a
human study.  The results, published in mid 2003, showed some evidence human
brains were affected in a similar way.  But the definitive event was a fire at a
primary school in Reading in December 2003, which killed fifteen children.
Investigators identified the cause as over heating in a cellular base station caused
by illegal signal boosting.  Public confidence in the industry plummeted.

2007 newspaper headline:

Microfone Gameboy Chip Helps Find
Lost Little Johnny
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negatively affected by radiation from mobile phone handsets and base stations.
Significant public and political responses caused UK regulators to commission a
human study.  The results, published in mid 2003, showed some evidence human
brains were affected in a similar way.  But the definitive event was a fire at a
primary school in Reading in December 2003, which killed fifteen children.
Investigators identified the cause as over heating in a cellular base station caused
by illegal signal boosting.  Public confidence in the industry plummeted.

In mid 2004 the WHO published a report stating that mobile phones contributed
significantly to the likelihood of developing cancer, and suggested major
reductions in the maximum allowable signal strength.  Faced with an election year
and increasing popular sentiment, the EU responded quickly, mandating a cut in
power in all transmitting devices by an order of magnitude.  Social reaction
continued with attacks on several operator installations and increasing
disapproval of phone usage in close proximity to others.

By the end of 2004 mobile phone usage was down 20% across Europe, with
many consumers actively disconnecting from the mobile network.  A mountain of
225 million dumped phones had accumulated by July 2005.

Amidst the chaos, a micro cell initiative called Microfone got off the ground in
September 2005, seeded by a consortium of European equipment manufacturers.
The technology constructed a ubiquitous transport layer out of low powered
micro-cells using a variety of technologies, including GSM and 3G.  Device
vendors immediately supported the standard.

By the Christmas 2005 mobile phone usage across Europe was off 60% from
2002 levels, with usage banned outright on public transport, in public facilities and
the proximity of children.  Initial take-up on the Microfone network was slow, but
uptake accelerated into mid 2006 driven by business demand and supported by
increasing momentum in device availability following a significant chip-set release
by Intel.  Network quality gradually improved amidst strong industry collaboration
and regulatory intervention.
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Investment &
Innovation
Opportunities for the Mobile
Internet in Europe
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Investment & Innovation
Opportunities Safe Haven Mobile Mania

Waiting for
Godot

Not Mobile
Internet

EPOS Device PP P O P
Mobile Games Development P PP P O

Mesh Network End User Packaging OOO PPP P O

Server-Side Geolocalisation PP PP OO O
P2P Payment P PP P O
CMR Software OO P O P
2*Display (Size / 3D / Power) P PP P O
Display Technology P PP O P
Low Power DAB P PPP P PP
Multimedia Inex P P O O
Specialist Systems Integrator PP PPP PP O
Energy Devices (Batteries) PP PP P O

Billing Vendors & Service Providers P PP PP PP
Security (Tech) PP PP O O

P = Successful O = Unsuccessful -- = Neutral
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Investment & Innovation
Opportunities Safe Haven Mobile Mania

Waiting for
Godot

Not Mobile
Internet

Storage (Disks, Service Providers) PP PP -- O
DRM Vendors P PP P O
3G Infrastructure PP O O O
Railway/Plane Internet Access P PP O O
3G & LAN Integration -- P O PP
Outsourcing (II, Services, Oss) O P P O
Mobile Media Advertising O PP O PP
MVNO In A Box P PP PP O
Payment Platforms PP PP OO O
Memory Devices P PP O P
MVNOs P PP OO O
Professional Content (Big Brother, Playboy) PP P O OO
Content Re-Purposing Service O PP P OO
Nimble, Savvy Operator (Incumbent) PP O OO P

P = Successful O = Unsuccessful -- = Neutral
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Investment & Innovation
Opportunities Safe Haven Mobile Mania

Waiting for
Godot

Not Mobile
Internet

Campaign Management (Tools & Services) P P PP PP
Database Marketing (Tools And Services) PP P P PP

Image Management Distribution PP PP P O
Device Centric Brower Tech P PP P O
User Interface Displays & Keyboards PP PP P OO
Usability / Personalisation PP PP P P
Input Technologies (Soft) Voice PP PP P OO
Mobile Anti-Virus Technology P PP PP OO

P = Successful O = Unsuccessful -- = Neutral



 

few players

many players

CMR software
3G & LAN integration
outsourcing (II, services,
oss)

content re-purposing service
Mesh network end user pack

nimble, savvy
operator
(incumbent)

mobile media
advertising

mobile media
advertising

storage (disks, sps)
energy devices (batteries)

Image management distribution
user interf. 

Displays/keyboards
input technologies (soft) voice

Specialist systems integrator
Mobile games dev.
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DRMs vendors

Device centric brower
2*display

(size / 3D / power)
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mobile anti-virus techn.

display technology
memory device
POS device
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Not the Mobile Internet Safe Haven

Mobile Mania
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user experiences delight

3G infrastructure
security (tech)
server-side geo-
localization
payment platforms
railway/plane internet
access
multimedia inex
Mobile Virtual Network
Operators
Professional content
(big brother, playboy)
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Richard van den Bergh

Independent

Bio:

Having run his own businesses for 20 years, Richard was
Products and Marketing Director of Hutchison 3G for its
first 18 months. Currently he has a portfolio of activities
mostly related to the 'mobile internet'. These include
acting as senior adviser to Mercator Partners, a leading
consultancy in communications technology strategy;
supporting a number of fledgling mobile 'data' businesses
both in consumer and business markets; and establishing
a new hybrid investment business for wireless technology
and applications.

Ken Blakeslee

Chairman Vesta
WirelessWorks

Bio:

Ken joined The Vesta Group in mid 2000 as Chairman of
Vesta WirelessWorks and has concentrated on building
and managing the investments and portfolio of one of
Europe’s top networked venture capital funds – Frontiers
Capital.   Ken has held numerous industry positions
including: chairman of the Mobile Data Association, vice
chair of the UMTS Forum Market Aspects Group,
founding member of the Global Mobile Commerce Forum,
and in 2001 was named to the GSM Association ‘roll of
honour’ for “longstanding commitment to the GSM
industry”. His experience in developing telecoms, IT, and
web commerce business strategies spans 25+ years.
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Charles Bleehen

Global Account Manager,
Monitor Group

Bio:

Charles is a senior member of Monitor's telecoms and
technology team and manages relationships with clients
in the mobile and fixed sectors in Europe. He joined
Monitor in 1994 and was elected to the firm's global
partnership in 2000.

Jean-Christophe
Blondiau

Data & Mobile Applications
Strategy & Partnership, mmO2

Bio:

Jean-Christophe has a background in strategy and
change management with ten years with PwC.  He joined
what is now O2 two years ago.  At O2 his responsibilities
focus on "Data & Mobile Applications Strategy and
Partnerships", assisting in the creation of an environment
to support the development of O2 and 3rd party
applications, network capabilities and products.  This
includes a hosting / Wireless ASP strategy.  Jean-
Christophe initially joined the group as Head of
Technology Business Strategy and since then has
supported and negotiated the introduction of new
technologies within O2.
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Martin Börjesson

Strategist & consultant,
Carlstedt Research &
Technology

Bio:

Martin is a strategist and consultant at Carlstedt Research
& Technology, a high profile computer science based
consulting and incubator company which have
successfully spun out a number of start-ups since its
founding in 1994. With a background in philosophy,
automotive industry and national technology intelligence,
Martin is now working both internally and externally in
supporting organizations with scenario planning as a tool
for strategic thinking. He is also teaching a course in
"Strategic Business Intelligence and Future Analysis" at
masters level at the new IT-University in Göteborg.

Michael Davies

Chairman, Mercator Partners

Bio:

Culturally a New Zealander, educationally British and
professionally American, Michael’s career spans Europe,
North America and Asia/Pacific. He has two Masters
degrees in Engineering, and worked in industry as a
cyberneticist, robotics engineer and project manager
before gaining an MBA with Distinction from London
Business School, and then working for The Boston
Consulting Group. He was Head of Strategy for a division
of BellSouth International, and founded Mercator
Partners, which has offices in Concord, MA, San
Francisco and London. Along the way he did pioneering
work on the mobile Internet, was a Vice Chairman of what
is now the GSM Association, and founder of its 3rd
Generation Interest Group.
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Independent

Bio:

Simon has a degree in microelectronics from the
University of Edinburgh. He spent 13 years as investment
banker, most recently as co-head of utilities group at
CSFB Europe. Simon has spent the last two years as an
entrepreneur.  He was COO of Wide Learning, a
consultant to and participant in a number of start-ups
(including AdEvia, IdeaWorks 3D, Etcetera Networks). He
is co-founder of the 4D Global Energy Fund.

Denis Hennessy

CTO, Network 365

Bio:

Denis is Chief Technical Officer at Network365 with
responsibility for all new product development and
innovation. Prior to Network365, Denis was Senior
Architect for ISOCOR specialising in Internet
technologies, up to and beyond the company's successful
IPO. While employed at ISOCOR, Denis authored several
Internet drafts culminating in RFC2739 - "Calendar
Attributes for vCard and LDAP"
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Stephen Ives

CEO, 3G Lab

Bio:

Stephen is a founder of 3G LAB, and has considerable
experience in the building of successful technology start-
ups. He founded four previous technology ventures:
Torus Systems, Ives & Co, TeamStudio and Aspective.
He retains non-executive roles at TeamStudio, a US-
based software tools business and at Aspective, a leading
European CRM solutions provider. In summer 2000,
Stephen raised $100,000 for UNICEF while completing an
11,000km cycle ride from San Francisco to Istanbul.

Chris Jackson

Independent

Bio:

Chris was until recently a Partner in Wireless Frontiers
VC Fund. Earlier at Nokia, Chris was based in Finland
and held various positions including Head of Strategy
Development for the Nokia Group and Vice President of
Corporate Strategy for the Nokia Mobile Phones business
group.  He also held leadership positions in New
Business Development and Product Marketing and
served as Vice President of Wireless Services within
Nokia Mobile Phones.  At Motorola he was Vice President
and General Manager for European Wireless Internet.  In
addition he had the leadership responsibility for global
GSM products at Motorola and established the Mobile E-
commerce category of products.  Chris is British and
received his M.B.A. from Bradford University and B.Sc. in
Electrical Engineering from Manchester University.
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Ton Keppel

Innovation Manager Intelligent
Networks, Ericsson EuroLab
Netherlands B.V

Bio:

Ton has 15 years of experience in ICT / Telecoms.  As an
executive he has worked as a managing director, sales
manager, competence manager, and business strategist.
As an entrepreneur and has co-founded one venture,
functioned as an innovation manager, and lectured in
communication techniques.  Ton is married, has three
daughters, multi-cultural, and interested in science fiction
/ fantasy and sport.

Han Willem Kotterman

COO, Mobile Application
Holding

Bio:

Currently, Han is COO of Mobile Application Holding,
pursuing a roll-up investment strategy in the wireless data
market in Western Europe. Before joining MAH, Han
worked as an investment and transaction Director at the
pan-European investment firm Venturepark with a focus
on media and wireless technology. Prior to that he was a
manager in the Media and Telecoms strategy practice of
Accenture in New York. Han holds an MBA in Strategy
and Finance from the Wharton Business School in
Philadelphia.
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Independent

Bio:

Founder, VP Engineering and Program Management of
NorthPoint Communications – one of the first national US
wholesale DSL suppliers. Company grew from 7 to 1000+
people, $3Bn market cap and > 1000 DSLAM
installations. VP Business Development, AdEvia – an
aspiring broadband aggregator in Europe.  MFS
Communications / WorldCom: Director Data Product
Development covering International Internet Peering and
ATM, as well as US Frame Relay services.  BT: Project
lead for first ATM switch rollouts and SMDS network
management.

Robert van Muijen

Senior engineer radio,
Vodafone (Netherlands)

Bio:

Robert started in 1990 as a radio frequency circuit
designer for military equipment. Activities concerned VHF
radio, electronic warfare systems and some nuclear
tasks. In 1996 he joined Vodafone Netherlands as a radio
engineer defining requirements for our network
infrastructure and over the past two years has set up an
R&D department for Vodafone Netherlands (which
became part of the Vodafone Group one year ago).
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Falk Müller-Veerse

CEO, Cartagena Capital

Bio:

Falk is a leading independent experts on mobile
communications and the mobile internet. He founded
Cartagena Capital in late 2001, a corporate finance
advisory and investment business exclusively for the
mobile industry. 10 years in wireless telecoms has seen
various management roles at Durlacher, Nokia, Logica
Consulting and Gartner. At Durlacher he built the mobile
research and investment practice and started the
European operations as Managing Director, Germany.
Falk has been an investment manager and board
member of various mobile companies and co-founder of
two mobile application software companies. He studied
Technology Management at the University of
Kaiserslautern, Germany, and International Business
Administration at the Helsinki School of Economics,
Finland. He received an MBA from CSUSB in the US.

Sami Sarkamies

COO, Stratos Ventures

Bio:

Sami manages operations at Stratos Ventures and has
specific expertise in identifying and evaluating the
commercial possibilities of new technologies and
business models.  Previously he was in charge of
Telecom Equity Research with Evli Securities in Helsinki,
and earlier worked as in wireless data marketing and
financial analysis with Nokia Networks. He was a teaching
assistant with Helsinki University of Technology. Sami
has an M.Sc (Eng) from Helsinki University of Technology
and a M.Sc (Econ) in Finance from Helsinki School of
Economics and Business Administration.
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Associate, Argo Global Capital

Bio:

Prior to joining Argo Global Capital in May 2002, Anders
was an Associate Director at UBS Warburg in London
where he worked on telecoms and technology deals
within the corporate finance division, focusing on wireless
communications related transactions. Anders has also
been an independent consultant advising wireless
technology companies. From 1998 to 1999 he was an
Executive with KPMG Corporate Finance in London,
working on technology deals. He qualified as a Chartered
Accountant with KPMG and holds a BSc (Honours)
degree in Management Science from the University of
Warwick.

Benjamin Schwarz

Project Leader Innovations,
Information Access
Technologies, France
Telecom

Bio:

Benjamin holds a BSC Computer Science.  His
experience includes ten years in software consulting
(programmer to director of "Personalisation" start-up), two
years as CTO of an Internet start-up selling digital sheet
music, two years with France Telecom Innovation.
Benjamin is bilingual, bi-cultural English / French, married
with three kids and live in Paris.
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Michiel Steltman

Co-founder and CTO, Siennax

Bio:

Michiel designed Siennax’ technical architecture and ASP
infrastructure. As CTO he is responsible for Siennax’
technical direction and strategy and plays a key role in
business development and management of Siennax'
product portfolio. Michiel has his background in open
systems and network technology, software engineering
and consulting. Prior to Siennax he worked as a
consulting manager at BSO/Origin where he developed a
successful, internationally recognized consulting practice
in the area of Electronic Document Management and
Plant Information Management, advising major multi
national customers.

Geoff Woodling

Director of Commercial
Innovation, Hutchison 3G UK

Bio:

Geoff is Director of Commercial Innovation at Hutchison
3G in the UK. He is also founder of the Business Futures
in London, which has organised a global futures forum
programme for almost 20 years.  Geoff was director of
Stanford Research Institute in Europe for eight years,
where he founded the Business Futures Network. He was
corporate strategy partner at property consultants Jones
Lang Wootton and gained earlier experience at Industrial
Market Research Limited. Geoff has worked extensively
in Scandinavia , advising many of the region's leading
corporations.  Geoff studied Geography at St Catharine's
Cambridge and subsequently conducted research into the
management of innovation in UK multinationals at the
London Business School, both a long time ago!
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Niall Murphy

Independent
& Co-founder, DTN

Bio:

Niall is a technologist and entrepreneur. A computer scientist and
mathematician, he has devised, financed and built several successful
communications technology driven enterprises, and works with
investment, development and policy organisations. Recently Niall has
been developing opportunities in broadband and wireless access, and
network nomadicy technology as co-founder of Etcetera Networks.  In
1995 he was founder one of the first ISPs in Africa. Niall is a co-founder
of the Digital Thinking Network (DTN), facilitating scenario thinking
processes for innovation.  As a consultant, Niall works a variety of
organisations in evaluating and supporting technology-related
investments, innovation thinking and strategic development initiatives.
Born in Ireland, raised in South Africa, Niall lives in London with his wife
Tanya and son Aaron.

Daniel Erasmus

Co-founder, DTN

Bio:

Daniel is a fellow of the Rotterdam School of Management, where he
teaches MBA courses on scenarios and strategies for the Internet.  He
is co-founder and director of the Digital Thinking Network (DTN),
facilitating thinking about the impact of inter-networking technology, and
strategies and business cases on the opportunities and threats of a
digital economy.  As a consultant Daniel has worked on four continents
with a diverse body of clients.  Recently he led the development of the
landmark web site: The Van Gogh Gauguin Experience, which received
a Cannes Cyber Lion nomination.  Daniel lives in Amsterdam with a wife
and a beautiful daughter.  He holds degrees in Electronic-Industrial
Engineering from the University of Stellenbosch (full honours Rector’s
List) and a MBA/MBI from the Rotterdam School of Management at the
Erasmus University.
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